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Abstract
Most research on automated specification-based software testing has focused on the automated generation of
test cases. Before a software system can be tested, it must be
set up according to the input requirements of the test cases.
This setup process is usually performed manually, especially when testing complex data structures and databases.
After the system is properly set up, a test execution tool runs
the system according to the test cases and pre-recorded test
scripts to obtain the outputs, which are evaluated by a test
evaluation tool.
This paper complements the current research on automated specification-based testing by proposing a scheme
that combines the setup process, test execution, and test validation into a single test program for testing the behavior of
object-oriented classes. The test program can be generated
automatically given the the desired test cases and closed
specifications of the classes. With closed specifications, every class method is defined in terms of other methods which
are, in turn, defined in their own class specifications. The
core of the test program generator is a partial-order planner which plans the sequence of instructions required in the
test program. The planner is, in turn, implemented as a treesearch algorithm. It makes function calls to the Omega Calculator library, which solves the constraints given in the
test cases. A first-cut implementation of the planner has
been completed, which is able to handle simple arithmetics
and existential quantifications in the class specifications. A
soundness and completeness proof sketch of the planner is
also provided in this paper.

1. Introduction
Testing is a very important but expensive and timeconsuming process in software development. It can consume at least 50% of the total costs involved in developing software [1]. Although there has been steady advancement in formal methods for program verification, testing remains the primary method for discovering faults in software

systems. Automation of the testing process could reduce development costs and improve software quality.
Specification-based testing involves three main stages
[16]: (1) test case generation, (2) text case execution, and
(3) test result evaluation. The first stage generates test cases
from a software system’s specification. Before the system
can be tested, it must be properly set up, i.e., prepare the
input variables and data used in the tests according to the
requirements stated in the test cases. This setup process is
usually performed manually, especially when testing complex data structures and databases. After the system is properly set up, a test execution tool runs the system according
to the test cases and pre-recorded test scripts to obtain the
outputs, which are evaluated by a test evaluation tool.
Test execution and test result evaluation are easy to automate, and tools for these stages in software testing are
already available. There has also been much research on
automated specification-based software testing focusing on
the automated selection or generation of test cases [16].
This paper complements this trend of research by proposing a scheme that combines the setup process, test execution, and test validation into a single test program for testing the behavior of object-oriented classes. The test program can be generated automatically given the desired test
cases and closed specifications of the object classes (Section 3). After compiling and linking with the object classes
under test, it can be executed to perform test case setup,
test execution by invoking the class methods, and validation of the results returned by the class methods, all in a
single program. This scheme provides great convenience in
automated specification-based testing by removing the need
to perform manual system setup and invoking separate tools
for test execution and test evaluation.

2. Background and Related Work
Most research on automated specification-based testing has focused on the automated generation of test cases
[8, 16, 20]. For example, Donat developed a technique for
generating test cases from specifications that contain quan-

tifications [4]. Offutt and Liu presented a method for generating test cases from specifications written in SOFL, which
is a kind of formal specification language [14]. Memon et
al. developed a method based on AI planner to generate
test cases for testing GUI [11]. Scheetz et al. also applied
AI planner but it was used to generate test cases from test
objectives derived from UML models [20]. Graves et al.
conducted empirical study to compare the cost and benefit of several techniques for selecting subsets of test cases
for regression testing [5]. Other recent work has focused
on automated testing of specific software properties such as
safety violation in telephone switching systems [10] instead
of general software testing. Chan et al. [2] classified the
various integration testing techniques for object-oriented
programs into state-based, event-based, fault-based, testing against formal specification (aka. algebraic specification
and contract specification [3]), and deterministic and reachability techniques.
In comparison, there is not much research on automated
generation of test programs that combine system setup, test
execution, and test validation into a single framework, except for the well-known ADL (Assertion Definition Language) system [19] and its successor, ADL2 [13].
ADL provides a framework for specifying the semantics
of a software component such as a function or a module.
Given an ADL specification, the ADL Translator can automatically generate a test program that executes the function
or module under test and checks the test results. To support
the automated generation of test programs, ADL requires
the user to supply auxiliary functions that define the semantics of the function to be tested. We call this type of specification system an opened specification system. In addition,
the user also needs to provide implementations of the provide functions for constructing the required test data and the
relinquish functions for destroying the test data.
The strength of an opened specification system is that it
can be used to specify a single function or to partially specify a module, and test program can be generated to test the
function or partially specified module. However, an opened
specification system also has the following shortcomings:
 An opened specification is incomplete—it does not
contain enough information for generating test data
by itself. In testing complex software components, the
user cannot avoid the need to provide supporting functions such as ADL’s auxiliary, provide, and relinquish
functions. Additional programming effort is required
to implement these supporting functions, which may
not have any use other than for testing. Consequently,
test programs cannot be generated from the specification alone, and test program generation cannot be fully
automated.



Supporting functions for testing complex modules may
be quite complex themselves and should be subjected

to testing also. Although testing of supporting functions can be accomplished by specifying them in ADL,
such a requirement is not enforced by ADL. Moreover,
testing of these supporting functions may, in turn, require other supporting functions.
The research work described in this paper complements
the current research on automated specification-based software testing in two ways: (1) It proposes a closed specification system (Section 3) that can overcome the above shortcomings of opened specification systems. (2) It proposes a
scheme that combines automated test data generation (i.e.,
system setup), test execution, and test validation into a single test program. The test program is generated automatically given the class specifications and the test cases. When
it is executed, it will perform system setup and test data generation, test execution, and test validation automatically.
To fulfill these goals, the specification must be defined
for an object class instead of a single function. The semantics of the class methods are specified in terms of other
methods which are, in turn, specified in their own class
specifications. In other words, all the methods used in a
class specification are defined in the same specification or
in other class specifications, and the methods can be defined
mutually recursively. So, a closed specification is a form of
algebraic specification that emphasizes the completeness of
semantic information within the specification itself. The target programming language is Java because it is a practically
useful language and is simpler to handle than is C++.
Fulfilling the above requirement of the closed specification system may, at first glance, appear to be a daunting
task for a software that involves many classes. More careful thought, however, reveals that the effort required is really not much more than providing the auxiliary, provide,
and relinquish functions for ADL. Once a specification has
been defined for a class, it can be readily reused in the specifications of many other classes. On the other hand, the supporting functions developed for testing a particular function
or module are less readily reusable for testing other functions or modules. Therefore, in the long run, it is more beneficial to use a closed system than an opened system.
The core of our test program generator is an AI planner that plans the sequence of instructions required in the
test program (Section 4.2). The AI planner is an appropriate tool since it is able to sequence the instructions, taking
into account the constraints between them [18]. Moreover,
the partial-order planner can plan a sequence of instructions that are only partially ordered but not totally ordered
[18]. As discussed above, AI planner has also been applied
to generate test cases from specifications [11, 20]. So, it is
a very useful tool for automated software testing.
Our planner is, in turn, implemented as a tree-search algorithm (Section 5). It makes function calls to the Omega
Calculator library [17], which solves the constraints given

by the test cases and obtains valid variable instances. A
first-cut implementation of the planner has been completed,
which is able to handle simple arithmetics and existential
quantifications in the class specifications. A soundness and
completeness proof sketch of the planner is also provided in
this paper (Section 4.4).

3. Closed Specifications of Classes
In our system, the behavior of the classes are specified
using an ADL-like specification language. The following
example shows the specification of two classes: Student,
which is an atomic class, and Course, which is an aggregate class.
class Student {
Student(String name)
{ name != null
// precondition
--> #name = name // postcondition
}
String name()
{ true --> name() = #name }

#size refer to state labels. They specify the information
that is contained in a class without saying how the information is organized and stored in the class. Symbols prefixed with ‘@’ refer to the pre-states of the objects. For instance, @#size refers to the value of #size at the entry of
the add method. Therefore, @#size has the same value as
the #size in the precondition, and the #size in the postcondition is equal to @#size+1. A method argument must
either be bound to a state label (e.g., name in constructor
Student) or appear in the pre- or postcondition. Otherwise, it does not carry any useful information and can be
discarded. Note that the semantics of all the methods in the
two classes are completely specified within them. That is,
the specification is closed.
Test generation for closed specifications does possess
difficulties such as the cyclic definition problem—A uses B
in its specification and B uses A in turn. Methods for handling these difficulties are described in Section 5.2.

4. Automated Generation of Test Programs
The IEEE Standard 829 [9] defines a Test Case Specification as a document that consists of seven parts:

}
class Course {
Course(String code, int capacity)
{ code != null && capacity > 0
--> #size = 0 && #code = code &&
#cap = capacity
}
String code()
{ true --> code() = #code }
int capacity()
{ true --> capacity() = #cap }
int size()
{ true --> size() = #size }
void add(Student student)
{ student != null &&
#size < #capacity
--> #size = @#size + 1 &&
exists(#s in Course){#s = student}
}
boolean registered(Student student)
{ true
--> registered(student) =
exists(#s in Course){#s = student}
}
}

In this specification, preconditions are specified before
the arrow symbol ‘-->’ while postconditions are specified
after ‘-->’. Symbols prefixed with ‘#’ such as #name and

Part 1 Test case specification identifier
Part 2 Test items: a list of functions that this test case will
exercise
Part 3 Input specifications: inputs to the functions
Part 4 Output specifications: expected results of the functions
Part 5 Environmental needs: special hardware or software
needed
Part 6 Special procedural requirements: constraints on
procedures that exercise this test case
Part 7 Intercase dependencies: a list of test cases that must
be exercised before this test case is exercised
Test case generators usually produce information on Parts
1–4 only. Information in Parts 5–7 are included in other documents such as test plans or test procedures ([16], Chap. 2).
In our research work, we use Parts 1–4 of a test case to
generate test programs. Moreover, our framework is able to
generate information regarding intercase dependencies (i.e.,
Part 7) automatically given the closed class specifications
and the test cases (Section 5.2).
A test program that exercises a class method according to
a test case consists of three steps: (1) constructs target object
and method arguments that satisfy the conditions in the test
case, (2) applies the method on the object with the method
arguments, (3) checks whether the actual results tally with
the expected results given in the test case. It is straightforward to automatically generate program codes for steps 2
and 3 but not so for step 1:





The method arguments of the object constructor of the
target object may be objects as well, and they are required to satisfy the conditions given in the test case.
Therefore, the object construction algorithm must be
applied recursively to construct the method arguments.
The object constructor may not be able to create an
object that meets the test case conditions (e.g., create
a stack with 10 elements). Additional modifier methods (e.g., stack push) may need to be invoked to bring
the object to the required state.

In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on the automated generation of object construction codes. A concise definition of the problem is first defined in Section 4.1,
which leads to a planning algorithm called REBID (REcursive BIDirectional planner) for the generation of object construction codes (Section 4.2).

4.1. Problem Statement
The problem of automated generation of object construction codes can be specified as follows:
Given the closed specifications of classes, the
class C of a target object x, and the condition R
(which does not contain conflicting terms) that x
must satisfy (as described in a test case), generate the object construction codes that, when executed, will create x that satisfies x:R, assuming
that such object construction codes exist.
The notation x:R means that the methods in R, if any, are
applied on x. The condition R is given as a conjunction of
terms of the form xi :Mi
vi , where xi :Mi is the application of access method Mi on xi , and vi denotes a free
variable, a string literal, or a constant of primitive data type.
Conditions with more complex forms can be reduced to this
canonical form (see Section 4.2 for details).
Object construction codes consist of three parts: (1) argument creation: create arguments u1 ; : : : ; un of the target
constructor C ; (2) object creation: create the target object
x; and (3) object modification: modify the state of x by applying modifier methods M1 ; : : : ; Mm . For example,

() =

()

C1 u1 = new C1 (: : :); // part 1
:::
Cn un = new Cn (: : :);

C x = new C (u1 ; : : : ; un ); // part 2
x:M1 (: : :); // part 3
:::
x:Mm (: : :);
Because an argument can also be an object, the codes for
creating an argument may also involve three parts, just like

object construction codes. Therefore, recursive planning is
needed to correctly generate the program codes.
A recursive bidirectional planner called REBID has been
developed to generate object construction codes. REBID
starts the planning process by generating object creation
code (part 2). This is a good strategy because a class typically has far fewer constructors than modifier methods.
Many classes may even have only one constructor. REBID
works backward to generate the codes for constructing the
arguments u1 ; : : : ; un recursively because the construction
of the arguments may also involve 3-part codes. At the same
time, REBID also works forward, if necessary, to generate
the codes to bring the the target object to the required state.
To further facilitate the automation of the testing process, we adopt Gries’s semantics of method invocation [6]:
fP g M fQg. That is, if method M is invoked in a state satisfying the precondition P , then M is guaranteed to terminate in a finite amount of time in a state satisfying the postcondition Q. Note that Gries’s notation denotes total correctness which is slightly different from Hoare’s notation of
P fS g Q which denotes partial correctness [7].

4.2. Recursive Bidirectional Planner
REBID performs bidirectional plan-space search [18] for
a plan (i.e., a sequence of instructions). A (partial) plan is a
5-tuple hR; I ; L; B ; Qi where R is the set of test case conditions that the target object must satisfy, I is a list of instructions, L is a list of ordering information of the corresponding instructions in I , B contains variable bindings,
and Q contains constraints on the variables (which are derived from methods’ pre- and postconditions).
Each instruction Ii in I is a 5-tuple hzk ; Mi ; ui ; Rk ; Sk i
where zk refers to an object, Mi is the constructor of zk or a
method to be applied on zk , ui is a list of arguments of Mi ,
Rk is a set of conjunctive terms to be satisfied by zk , and
Sk is the set of conjunctive terms currently satisfied by zk .
Rk represents the subgoal that an object must satisfy and
Sk represents a part of the subgoal that will be satisfied after instruction Ii is executed.
Note that the object zk and the condition sets Rk and
Sk have the same subscripts because the condition sets are
associated with an object instead of an instruction. On the
other hand, Ii , Mi , and ui have the same subscripts because
a method and its arguments are associated with an instruction. Each piece of ordering information Oi in L is associated with an instruction Ii . It is an ordered list that describes
the sequence of instructions before and after Ii .
For notational convenience, we use both condition Ri
and condition set Ri to represent a conjunctive condition.
In particular, Ri
r . Note that, with this notarj 2Ri j
tion, Ri ^ Rj , Ri [Rj . Moreover, we define Ri  Rj ,
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R  R , and R = true , R = ; (though R = ftrueg
i

j

i

i

i

would work just the same).
Before presenting the planner algorithm, let us briefly
describe a procedure that converts the conjunctive terms in
a set R into canonical forms:





Instantiate existential quantifications into unique variables.
Replace conditions of the form x:A op y:B , where
op is a comparator, into two conditions x:A op v and
v op y:B by introducing the free variable v .
Replace a multidot method invocation of the
form x:M0 :M1 :    :Mn op v by a conjunction of
single-dot method invocations
x:M0
x1 ^ x1 :M1
x2 ^    ^ xn :Mn op v
by introducing free variables x1 ; : : : ; xn .
Replace access method invocations by appropriate state labels according to class specifications.
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()

()

()
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After canonization, all the terms in R are of the form
x: l op v for some object variable x, label l, operator op,
and value v . Examples of the application of this procedure
are illustrated in Section 4.3. A set R in canonical form can
be divided into mutually exclusive subsets such that each
subset R xi contains all the terms that refer to a particular
object xi . That is, R xi
frj 2 R j rj  xi : lj op vj g,
R xi \ R xj ; for any xi 6 xj , and i R xi R
R).
(i.e., i R xi
REBID can be most succinctly described in terms of the
following nondeterministic algorithms.1 Note that although
REBID is conceptually a recursive planner, it is easier to describe the algorithm by implementing recursion as iteration.
Given a canonical R that a target object x needs to satisfy,
the instruction sequence for constructing x can be generated by applying MakePlan:
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MakePlan (x, R)
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(a) If all conditions in R have been satisfied, i.e.,
Sk ) R, and Mi 6 nil 8Ii 2 I , and Q
k
is satisfiable, then instantiate unbound variables
such that Q is satisfied and return plan }.
(b) Else, CreateObject(}) or ModifyObject(}).

S
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=
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=
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The keyword Choose means nondeterministic selection.
The notation Pua refers to the condition P with formal arguments in a replaced simultaneously by actual arguments in
u [6].
ModifyObject (hR; I ; L; B ; Qi)

=

hzk ; Mi ; ui ; Rk ; Sk i, for
1. Choose an instruction Ii
some k , such that Ii is the last instruction in I for object zk , Mi 6 nil, and Sk 6) Rk , i.e., method Mi has
been identified but conditions have not been fully satisfied.
2. Choose a modifier M a
with semantics
fP g M a fQg and argument list u satisfying

=

()

()

fS gM (a)fS g
:Pua ^ (z :Qau ) z :R )
0

zk

3.
4.
5.
6.

CreateObject (hR; I ; L; B ; Qi)

7.
8.

1

9.

Most AI planner algorithms are described as nondeterministic algorithms, which are then implemented as deterministic tree-search [18].

()

=
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1. Initialize condition sets: R0
R x , S0 ;.
2. Create initial instruction: I0 hz0 ; nil; nil; R0 ; S0 i.
3. Create initial plan: }
hR; I ; L; B; Qi where I
fI0 g, L fO0 g, O0 fI0 g, B fx z0g, and
Q ;.
4. Repeat

=

=
=

1. Choose an instruction Ii hzk ; Mi ; ui ; Rk ; Sk i 2 I ,
for some k , such that Mi nil, ui nil.
with semantics
2. Choose a constructor C a
fP g C a fQg and argument list u such that the
condition Pua ^ zk :Qau ) zk :R0 is true, for some
R0  Rk , with appropriate bindings of free variables in R0 to arguments in u or instantiated state
labels of zk .
C,
3. Set method and arguments of instruction Ii : Mi
ui u.
4. Set the conditions that will be satisfied if Ii is executed:
Sk fterms in Qau g.
B [ fbindings in Step 2g.
5. Note variable binding: B
6. Include constraints: Q
Q [ fterms in Puag [
a
fterms in zk :Qu g.
7. ExpandArguments (hR; I ; L; B ; Qi, i, P ), where
P fterms in Pua g, i.e., create arguments in u that satisfy P .

0

k

k

k

k

0

(

)

for some Sk0  Sk and R0 such that Sk0 ^ R0  Rk ,
with appropriate bindings of free variables in R0 to arguments in u or instantiated state labels of zk .
Update conditions satisfied: Sk
Sk0 [
a
fterms in Qug.
Create instruction: Ij hzk ; M; u; Rk ; Sk i.
Update plan: I
I fIj g, L L fOj g where
Oj fIj g.
Update ordering information: Ol
Ol fIj g, where
Il hzk ; Cl ; ul ; Rk ; Sk i is an instruction that creates
zk and Cl is a constructor method. That is, Ij comes
after the instruction that creates object zk .
Note variable binding: B
B [ fbindings in Step 2g.
Update constraints: Q
Q [ fterms in zk :Puag [
a
fterms in zk :Qu g.
ExpandArguments (hR; I ; L; B ; Qi, j , P ), where
P fterms in Pua g.

=

=

=

=
+

+

+

The ‘+’ operators in steps 5 and 6 denote list concatenation.
ExpandArguments (hR; I ; L; B ; Qi, j , P )

=

For each ui 2 uj of instruction Ij hzm ; Mj ; uj ; Rm ; Sm i
2 I that is not a string literal and not a constant of primitive data type:
1. Update condition sets: Choose, based on the class
specifications, an xk from the free variables in R that
can be bound to ui . Update Ri
R xk [ P ui [
fxk ui g, Si ;.
2. Create instruction: Il hui ; nil; nil; Ri ; Si i.
3. Update plan: I
I fIl g; L L fOl g where
Ol fIl g.
fIl g Oj , i.e.,
4. Update ordering information: Oj
Il comes before the instruction Ij that creates or modifies object zm .
5. Update variable binding: B
B [ fxk ui g.

=

=
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=
+

( )

+

+

=

In the above algorithm, the nondeterministic Choose selects five types of candidates: instructions, class methods,
arguments, free variables, and subsets of conditions. There
are finite and enumerable numbers of instructions, class
methods, free variables, and condition sets. Thus, in the explanatory example in the next section, the correct candidates
can be nondeterministically chosen. Selection of arguments
is more complicated because there is potentially an infinite
number of possible values and they may need to satisfy the
preconditions of several methods (see next section for example). If the value of an argument is given in the test case
(which is assumed to satisfy the preconditions), then it can
be assigned the value. Otherwise, the preconditions have to
be collected in Q and the values can only be determined at
the end of the planning process (step 4(a) of MakePlan) by
proper instantiation of the argument variables.

This section uses the specification example given in Section 3 to explain the nondeterministic algorithm presented
in the preceding section. Suppose a test case requires a
Course object c0? that satisfies the condition c0?.R 
c0?.size() = 2 && s1?.name() = "Tim" &&
c0?.registered(s1?) = true. For notational clarity, free or unbound variables are postfixed with the ‘?’
symbol. After canonizing c0?.R, we obtain two mutually exclusive subsets R c0?
fR ; R g and
R s1? fR g:
(R ) c0?.#size? = 2
(R ) c0?.#s? = s1?
(R ) s1?.#name? = "Tim"
Note that the existential quantification of the method
registered has been instantiated with the unbound label #s? and the unbound variable s1?.

1
2
3

)= 3

(

) =

=
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4.3. A Nondeterministic Example

(

Given the test case, MakePlan first identifies the conditions that must be satisfied by the target object (step 1),
which is instantiated as c0. These terms are included in the
condition set R0 of c0 giving R0 fR , R g. In step 2, it
creates the first instruction I0 hc0, nil, nil, R0 , S0 i, with
S0 initialized to ;. Step 3 creates a plan with one instruction I0 and the first variable binding in B is c0? = c0.
Next, CreateObject is executed. In step 1, the only instruction in the plan, I0 , is chosen for expansion. In step 2,
the only constructor available, Course, is chosen for I0 .
This constructor’s postcondition does not satisfy any of the
terms in R0 . In particular, it says that size(), which is the
same as #size, is equal to 0 instead of 2 as required in R0 .
Thus, R0 is just taken as true.
At this time, there is insufficient information for instantiating the method arguments. So they are left unbound. To
ensure that instruction I0 can indeed be executed, the arguments must be chosen such that they satisfy the constructor’s precondition Pua . So, terms in Pua are collected in the
plan’s constraint set Q (step 6 of CreateObject).
Now, I0 , the instantiated pre- and postconditions P0 and
Q0 , and the satisfied condition set S0 at this step are:
I0 : hc0, Course, fcode0, cap0g, R0 , S0 i
S0 = ;
P0 : code0 != null && cap0 > 0
Q0 : c0.#size0 = 0 && c0.#code0 = code0 &&
c0.#cap0 = cap0
Step 6 adds terms in P0 and Q0 into the constraint set
Q. The last step of CreateObject executes ExpandArguments on I0 . But the arguments of I0 take values of
primitive data types. So, nothing is done.
Following CreateObject, the method ModifyObject is executed and it nondeterministically chooses the
add method to modify c0. With appropriate variable bindings (see below), the postcondition of add can satisfy
condition R . The condition fSk0 gM a fSk0 g in step 2, together with step 3, means that the terms in the current
S0 of object 0 that remain unchanged after applying add are kept in the new S0 . In addition, terms in Qau
are satisfied by the application of add, and are also included into the new S0 . A new instruction I1 is created,
and step 6 updates the ordering information O0 to indicate that I1 comes after I0 . Step 7 updates the binding
set by adding B1 into B and step 8 updates the constraint set by adding P1 and Q1 into Q. Now, we obtain:
I1 : hc0, add, fs1g, R0 , S0 i
S0 = fR2g
P1 : s1 !=null && c0.#size0 < c0.#cap0
Q1 : c0.#size1 = c0.#size0 + 1 = 1 &&
c0.#s1 = s1
B1 : s1? = s1, c0?.#s? = c0.#s1
Note that the existential quantification in add’s post-

1 2

= 1 2

()

condition has been instantiated. The quantified variable #s
which ranges over the aggregate object Course is instantiated as a state label #s1 of object c0. The label #size is
instantiated as #size0 and #size1 to represent the prestate and post-state of #size. That is, an ordered sequence
of labels is used to denote the conditions satisfied by an object after executing some instructions. The last label in this
sequence would denote the object’s final conditions.
Next, ExpandArguments is executed for creating the argument s1 of I1 . Step 1 collects the condition terms in R
and P that should be satisfied by s1? and s1 respectively
giving R1 fR3 ^ s1 != nullg. Step 2 creates a new
instruction I2 for creating s1. Step 4 updates the order information O1 of I1 to indicate the I2 precedes I1 .
Next, CreateObject nondeterministically chooses instruction I2 for expansion, which selects Student as
the constructor. The postcondition of Student can satisfy condition terms in R1 giving:
I2 : hs1, Student, f"Tim"g, R1 , S1 i
S1 = R1
P2 : "Tim" != null
Q2 : s1.#name1 = "Tim"
B2 : s1? = s1, s1?.#name? = s1.#name1

=

Next, I1 is selected for expansion again, and add is selected as the modifier. The process of creating a Student
object is executed, resulting in new instructions I3 and I4 :
I3 : hc0, add, fs2g, R0 , S0 i
S0 = fR1 ; R2 g R0
P3 : s2 != null && c0.#size1 < c0.#cap0
Q3 : c0.#size2 = c0.#size1 + 1 = 2 &&
c0.#s2 = s2
B3 : c0?.#size? = c0.#size2

=

I4 : hs2, nil, nil, ;; ;i

// I4
// I3

4.4. Soundness and Completeness
Theorem 1 REBID is sound and complete.
Proof sketch: (Soundness) To prove that a plan generated by
REBID is correct, we need to show that (1) the sequence of
instructions can be executed successfully, and (2) after executing the instructions, the target object satisfies the condition R specified in the test case.
1. Step 6 of ModifyObject places object modification instruction after object creation instruction and step 4
of ExpandArguments places argument creation instruction before object creation instruction. That is, a
method is invoked after its arguments are created, and
an object is modified after it is created. In addition,
REBID ensures that the precondition of the method in
each instruction Ii is satisfied. Therefore, the sequence
of instructions can be executed successfully.
2. The methods are chosen to satisfy the condition Pua ^
zk :Qau ) zk :R0 . It follows directly from Gries’s
theorem of procedure call [6] that the constructed object or argument zk will indeed satisfy zk :R0 because
the instruction will terminate successfully (since Pua is
true) and the postcondition zk :Qau will imply zk :R0 .
During the planning process, the condition terms in R
that are satisfied are recorded in the condition sets Sk .
When the planner terminates, Sk ) Rk for each zk
and k Sk ) R. That is, the arguments satisfy their
respective requirements, and the target object and its
components as a whole satisfy R, if there is no conflict in k Sk . But, there can be no conflict because
(a) there is no conflict in R and the sets R xi are
mutually exclusive, and
(b) in ModifyObject, only the conditions that are
unchanged (i.e., Sk0 ) and those that are satisfied
by the modifier (i.e., Qau ) are placed in Sk .

(

)

S

S

( )

After creating object for I4 , we obtain:
I4 : hs2, Student, fname2g, ;; ;i
P4 : name2 != null
Q4 : s2.#name2 = name2

At this point, R can be satisfied by S0 [ S1 and all the
methods in the instructions have been identified. The remaining unbound variables are bound to appropriately chosen values according to the constraints in Q. In particular, there is no constraint for code0 and name2. So they
can be bound to any randomly generated strings such as
"cs101" and "Jim" respectively. The argument cap0 is
bound to c0.#cap0 which is constrained to be larger than
c0.#size1 which is equal to 1. Therefore, cap0 can be
bound to any value larger than 1 such as 2. The instruction sequence is encoded in L, and the following instructions can be generated from the plan:
Course c0 = Course("cs101", 2);
Student s1 = Student("Tim");
c0.add(s1);

Student s2 = Student("Jim");
c0.add(s2);

// I0
// I2
// I1

(Completeness) To prove that REBID is complete, we need
to show that REBID can generate a correct sequence of instructions if one exists.
1. A class has a finite number of constructors. So, step 2
of CreateObject can enumerate all possible choices of
constructors.
2. A class has a finite number of modifiers. So, step 2 of
ModifyObject can enumerate all possible choices of
modifiers. In addition, the length of a correct instruction sequence is finite. So, step 4(b) of MakePlan can
enumerate all possible sequences of modifiers.
3. A method has a finite number of arguments. So, we
only need to show that REBID can find the correct arguments.
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::=  j : j 9v: j 8v: j 1 _ 2 j 1 ^ 2
::= T rue j F alse j a1 = a2 j a1 6= a2
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2
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Integer Constants
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Figure 1. Syntax of Presburger formulae.





If a method argument is an object instance of
a class, then ExpandArgument is invoked for
each argument, which creates subproblems that
REBID can solve recursively.
If a method argument is a primitive constant or
string literal that is specified in target condition
R, then REBID can use the value specified.
For the case that a method argument is not specified, REBID collects in Q the preconditions of
the methods used in the entire plan. These conditions are used to instantiate unbound arguments
in step 4(a) of MakePlan after all the instructions
are found. Since a correct instruction sequence
exists (assumed in the problem statement), then
it must be possible to instantiate the arguments
for the correct sequence.

Therefore, REBID can enumerate all possible sequences of
instructions whose method arguments can be instantiated,
2
and they include the correct instruction sequence.

5. Implementation
5.1. Deterministic Tree-Search
A prototype of the REBID algorithm has been developed
as a proof of concept. The non-deterministic aspect of the
algorithm has been realized by a deterministic tree-search
algorithm in depth-first manner. The tree nodes represent
partial plans for potential solutions. Depth-first search is
chosen for its simplicity, and it works well for the sample
specifications that we have tested so far. It is noted that,
in general, a more intelligent search algorithm is needed to
avoid searching the entire tree for a solution.
In the prototype, we restrict the description of program
specification to affine relations. Specifically, the pre- and
post-conditions of methods, as well as the condition sets Rk
and Sk are expressed using Presburger formulae. Its syntax is defined in Figure 1. Consequently, the satisfiability of
the conditions is known to be decidable. The current implementation uses the Omega Calculator [17] for satisfiability
check, as well as instantiation of unbound variables in the final step of the algorithm (Step 4(a) of MakePlan).

Moreover, addition and subtraction are restricted to
adding and subtracting a constant from a variable. In this
case, the search algorithm can terminate even if a plan
does not exist because it can decide that further additions or subtractions will cause the plan to deviate further
from the requirement. For example, if an add method increments the size of an aggregate class by 2 instead
of 1, then no plan exists for creating an empty aggregate object and then adding elements to the object to get
odd-numbered size.
Figure 2 illustrates a screen-shot of the execution of
the REBID planner. The top-right pane shows an internal
representation of the class specification. The middle pane
shows some of the test case conditions that must be satisfied by a Student object. The bottom pane shows the sequence of instructions generated for creating the required
Student object. This example illustrates the construction
of the Student object, followed by modification of the object’s attributes. The modifier method setCont requires
another object as its input argument, which is created as
obj0 before the setCont method is invoked. In summary, this example illustrates that the REBID planner can
correctly sequence the instructions that invoke the correct
methods.

5.2. Test Sequencing
In testing several or all the methods of a class, the various test cases for the class need to be sequenced in an appropriate order. This is not necessary for software testing
systems such as ADL that test single function specification. On the other hand, it is important for testing an entire class defined by a closed specification. For example,
to test the method Course.add at the boundary value
of size() = capacity(), it is necessary to first add
enough instances of Student into a Course object using
the method Course.add which is under test. To make the
test meaningful and useful for locating program bugs, add
should first be tested with size() = 0, which is satisfied by a freshly constructed Course object. Subsequently,
add can be tested with size() greater than 0 but smaller
than capacity(), and finally with size() = capacity().
Test sequencing consists of three steps. The first step
identifies the dependency between the methods in a class.
A method A is said to depend on another method B if one
of the followings is satisfied:
1. B is a constructor of the class in which A is defined.

2. A’s postcondition contains a call to method B , i.e.,
B (b).

3. A’s postcondition contains a state label #l or an existentially quantified expression E , and B ’s post-

condition contains a matching assertion of the form
B (b) = #l or B (b) = E .
4. As in 3 but with A and B swapped.
Case (1) is obvious: testing of a class method is possible
only after an instance of the class has been constructed.
Case (2) is also obvious: the test program for method A
needs to call method B to check the test result. Cases (3)
and (4) refer to the case of cyclic definition, i.e., A uses B
in its specification and vice versa. Methods involved in a
cyclic definition depend on each other and have to be tested
as a group called the cyclic group.
Typically, a cyclic group consists of a constructor or
modifier and some access methods. For example, the constructor Student of class Student and the accessor
name form a cyclic group. If an accessor appears in more
than one cyclic group, then it can be removed from all except one of the groups, say G, because it needs to be tested
only once together with the other methods in group G.
The second step establishes a partial ordering between
test cases. A test case T is said to precede (i.e., tested before) a test case T 0 if one of the followings is satisfied:
1. T tests method A, T 0 tests a different method B not in
the same cyclic group as A, and B depends on A.
2. Both T and T 0 test the same method A and the object under test in T has a shorter construction sequence
than that in T 0 .

As discussed in previous paragraphs, a test of a method, say,
add on a Course object with fewer elements should precede the test on an object with more elements.
The final step of test sequencing sorts the class methods according to the partial-ordering of the test cases. A test
case T that precedes another test case T 0 should be tested
before T 0 .

6. Discussions and Conclusion
This paper presented a closed specification system such
that every class method is defined in terms of other methods which are, in turn, defined in their own class specifications. With closed specifications, it is possible to automatically generate a test program for testing the behavior of
object-oriented classes given their closed specifications and
the desired test cases. The test program combines the setup
process, test execution, and test validation into a single program so that all three stages of software testing can be executed automatically.
This paper also presented a method for automated generation of the test program. The core of the generator is a AI
planner. A first-cut implementation has been completed. In
addition, a soundness and completeness proof of REBID is
also provided.
We are now working on the following extensions to the
current implementation. REBID can be easily extended to
generate program codes for testing a method’s exception

handling. This can be achieved by including the exception
handling semantics f:P g M fE g where E is the conditions that must be satisfied when the precondition P is violated. Single inheritance of a class can also be easily handled by inheriting the closed specification of the class.
The current REBID implementation does not handle universal quantifications. Universal quantifications
can be eliminated through a technique called generalization, originally introduced by Suzuki and Ishihata [21].
Given a universally-quantified formula 8x f x , we compute :eliminate :f x . The function eliminate uses
the Fourier-Motzkin variable-elimination method to eliminate x from :f x . This results in a simplified formula
with the same integer solutions as the original formula,
and is used in place of the universally-quantified formula.
To handle more complex specifications and test cases,
a measure of the likelihood of success of an instruction is
needed to allow REBID to search for a plan efficiently. The
likelihood can be defined in terms of the distance between
the conjunctive terms in the subgoal Ri and the currently
satisfied condition set Si . Symbolic labels in the terms can
be compared syntactically whereas numerical values can
be compared numerically. In addition, we require more sophisticated constraint solving tools, in place of Omega Calculator, to handle more expressive specification than Presburger formulae. Some theorem-proving tools, such as Isabelle [12], PVS [15] etc., can be employed here.
The object construction codes generated by REBID can
be executed to construct objects that satisfy known conditions. Therefore, they can be reused in other test programs
that require objects that satisfy the same conditions. This
will reduce the need to run REBID again to generate the
same object construction codes.
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